ABOUT THE NATIONAL YOUTH COMMISSION
The National Youth Commission (NAYCOM) was established by the Government of Sierra Leone through the National
Youth Commission Act No.11, of 2009. It was signed into law by H.E. The President of the Republic of Sierra Leone, Dr.
Ernest Bai Koroma on 22nd December 2009 and published in the Supplement of the Sierra Leone Gazette Vol. CXLL No.3
dated 7th January, 2010. The Commission is a body corporate with the object of empowering the youth to develop their
potential, creativity and skills for national development and for other related matters.
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VISION:
Youth situated at the centre of the country’s transformation with developed potential, creativity and skills that contributes to
national development.
MISSION:
To Increase the Productive Capacity of our Youth for Enhanced Participation in Development and Governance at National,
District and Community levels by adopting the following functions:
 Promote Youth Creativity, Potential and Skills for National Development;
 Create of Employment opportunities for the Youth and Develop medium and long term strategies;
 Initiate Youth Development Programs in collaboration with relevant governmental and non-governmental bodies;
 Develop National Youth Development Plan consistent with Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP);
 Provide Youth Skills Training Programs and schemes in collaboration with governmental or non-governmental bodies;
 Provide a focal point for addressing drug abuse by the youth and its related problems
OVERSIGHT
The Ministry responsible for youth provides policy oversight and support for the Commission. The Ministry spearheads the

What’s
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International Day of Peace

development of appropriate policies and programmes that will enhance and promote Youth Employment activities nationwide.
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It provides support and oversight for the National Youth Commission.

Youth Entrepreneurship

Access to TVET Info.
in Sierra Leone
A celebration of World Youth Skills Day on 15th July 2019 focused on accessing
Technical Vocational Education and Training (TVET) information in Sierra Leone.
This was identified as a major gap and a contributor to the low attraction of young
people to TVET.
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T

he event which was organized by the National Council for Technical, Vocational and other Academic Awards (NCTVA) and the TVET Coalition at
the British Council Auditorium on the theme “My access to TVET information stories”, looked at access to TVET information from various per-

spectives; a private sector, TVET institution, parent, student and proprietor of a TVET
center. A key ingredient from all what the various speakers said shows a gap in skills
information in Sierra Leone.

National Stadium Swimming Pool
Brookfields, Freetown
Tel: 232-76-606419 / 232-76-660-640 email: info@nationalyouthcommission.sl
Website: www.nationalyouthcommission.sl Facebook: National Youth Commission Sierra Leone
Twitter: National Youth Commission Sierra Leone
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EDITORIAL

also stated that unemployment has been a

The government on the other hand

With support from the Ministry of

major cause of youth violence. Informal

should strive to replace the activities

Agriculture providing rice seeds and

settlements along slum areas have been

of youth cliques and gangs to skills

fertilizer for the farms, the 200 acres youth

identified as “nourishing the cycle of

training, entrepreneurship and other

farms across the four district was a success.

marginalization and frustration” of youth.

job creation opportunities in order to

The farm manager at Foya Wulleh, a

Youth have also been victims of

maximize the potential of the

former staff at the Ministry of agriculture

manipulation by unscrupulous politicians and

country’s most valuable human

Idriss Fofanah said, they received 22 bags

land grabbers who hire them to wreak havoc

development capital— the youth.

rice seed from the Ministry of Agriculture

in communities with impunity for short-term
rewards. These groups of young people are
what society knows as cliques and gangs with

By: Millicent Kargbo
Communications Officer NAYCOM
Youth , drugs and violence

T

Continuation from page 9

names like “Member of Blood (MOB)”,
“Black shell”, “15 graves 15 chapper”,
“Kill nine in twelve seconds” (k912) etc.
These groups of “depressed and disgruntled”
young people use fraudulent activities

he National Youth Policy of Sierra

including attacks on people taking away their

Leone defines youth as young people

valuables and sometimes serving as

that was broadcast on a 40 acre plot of land.

Our
Team

This L19 rice seed brand he said is
harvested between 4-5 months after
planning. The land which he said was
fallow for over 30 years is a very fertile silt
soil and they only used six bags fertilizer
compared to other types of soils that they
may have used more. He described the
project as “a big advancement for our local
people to access tractors that reduced labor

EDITOR IN CHIEF
Thomas Ngolo Katta

(male and female) between 15 and 35 years.

protection to some people who particularly

39.4% of the country’s population are youth

live in very hostile communities for

according to the Sierra Leone Population and

livelihood.

Housing Census 2015. The country is said to

The use of drugs and other substances by

have one of the highest youth unemployment

youth is becoming a worrying trend in Sierra

rates in West Africa (60%).

Leone. The country’s only mental health

One of the key conclusions of the Truth and

facility estimates “90% of the cases received

provide seeds for subsequent years to the

Reconciliation Commission was that a youth

are linked to drugs and excessive intake of

community. The Commissioner of

crisis precipitated the 11 year civil war that

cheap alcohol.”

wrecked the country and brought it to its

The highly rated drugs causing mental

knees. It was alleged that lack of economic

problems for youth include; tramadol tablets,

opportunities especially jobs and frustration

kush, diazepam, relief, super glue and many

corporative farm thereby extending the

with state institutions and local authorities in

more. The doctor at the mental hospital said

project to other communities. 25% he said

the years leading to the war fermented the

“the hospital is overwhelmed with patients

will be repaid loan to the district offices of

crisis.

who are mostly youth between the ages of 18

The aftermath of the eleven years war (1991-

-35.”

2002) left behind scars that are indelible in

He said upon medical investigation as we

The remaining 35% he said the

young people. With the country running low

probe the patients before administering

Commission will use to establish similar

on one of its major source of income; the

medication, “many got into this through

extractive industry and the absence of

friends and association.” And a major

manufacturing industries, diversification of the

problem the hospital faces is that “even after

economy was difficult as there were restricted

the patients are discharged, their families are

agriculture sector and establish

job opportunities.

not providing support to them to reintegrate

“aquaculture aquarium hub in the five

Years after the civil war, unemployment

them and society too frowns and rejects

regions and also support to youths to

stands as one of the drivers of youth violence

them.”

engage in animal husbandry including

in Sierra Leone. In a recent assessment of

Some are even abandoned here in the facility

poultry.”

youth at risk by the UN Coordinating Office in

by family members, he added.

.

Sierra Leone, institutions as well as

A ban on the production of cheap but high

individuals including youth also

percentage alcohol, selling medical drugs on
prescription and counselling of young people

and also providing them with the particular
rice brand which is not available in that
community.”

EDITOR
Millicent Kargbo

GUEST WRITERS
Alex Nallo Jr.
Melford Marah

DESIGN/LAYOUT
David Johnson

PHOTOGRAPHY
Yayah Totangi

He said the rice brand can be planted in
both swamp and upland, adding that the
project will reduce food shortage and

NAYCOM, Ngolo Katta said, after harvest
40% of the proceeds will go to the young
people in the communities to start youth

the Ministry of Agriculture that provided
rice seeds and fertilizer to the commission.

farm in other districts across the country.
The NAYCOM boss said next year the
Commission will focus on other areas in the

This he said will give opportunity to improve

Edward Simbo, a youth at Kawela village in

nutrition, create jobs and income for young

Moyamba district said the farm at Foya has

people— “part of the critical issue is that

provided them as young people an alternative

entrepreneurship has to be developed in

means of livelihood. He noted that before the

various areas and to produce more agri-

youth demonstration farms, he was engaged

prenuers for extensive diversification.”

in personal farming cultivating pineapples,

As all of these are put into context,

garden eggs and potatoes vine.

developing agriculture value chain system

Edward is the assistant farm manager and

will also form part of the project. This will

appeals that the Commission continues with

not only be limited to training of young

the farm project as this will remain a big

people in agriculture food value chain but

boost to young people in their community.

also takes into consideration market and
storage for these produce.
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Kenema Youth Cliques Embrace Peace

Ing. Andrew Keili who spoke on behalf of
the private sector said, apart from limited

Jajua noted that the police does not find joy

quality in skills, information on TVET is

in incarcerating young people considered as

had to get “companies do not know where

the “country’s valuable human resource”. He

to get information.” He also mentioned a

encouraged them to embrace peace and work

number of challenges which includes—

in the interest of the country.

marketing of the available skills, lack of

Benedict Jusu, Councilor in charge of youth

synergy between private sector companies,

affairs in the Kenema city council, said the

quality of trainers and their lack of

district has been lagging behind on

industrial experiences, lack of soft skills

development for a very long time. He

(Communication, leadership and

therefore encouraged the young people to

automated), accreditation for skills training

embrace peace and help develop Kenema.

and proper infrastructure.

being overwhelmed with the number of

country’s development.

From a parent’s perspective, Rev. Magnus

people requesting daily to learn the skill. He

He said the government’s Medium Term

Beah of Children of the Nation a child

however noted that getting to that point was

National Development Programme 2019-

protection agency said he was faced with a

not easy as he struggled to get information

2023, is a critical tool that will leverage the

serious difficulty to support one of his

on TVET after taking his senior secondary

development of young people in the

daughters who could not get requirement

school examination.

coming years.

for university. Rev. Magnus said “as a

Presenting the government’s perspective on

Commissioner said, the National TVET

parent I failed to accept her for what she

TVET, Commissioner of National Youth

Policy has been revised and will be taken

was, she could not make it to university but

Commission Ngolo Katta said, the

to Cabinet for approval. He said this policy

was gifted in other areas.” Today she is my

establishment of the Ministry of Technical

if enacted will help to solve the many

greatest asset, strength and indispensable,

and Higher Education by the government

challenges around TVET.

he added. Abdulai Massaquoi, a TVET

shows governments interest and

In order to mitigate this challenge, the

graduate who currently owns a Plastic

commitment in TVET, “we want to move

NCTVA launched its web portal, a one

Recycling Business in Kenema - Eastern

beyond the rhetoric’s to real business.” Mr.

stop center for all TVET information

Sierra Leone has employed about 20 youths

Katta said young people need the correct

ranging from curriculum, accredited

whom he trains on the job. He said he is

information about TVET as it is an

institutions and certification.

important milestone for the

Youth Demonstration Farm: Rice Ready for Harvest

T

A cross section of Youth of Kenema District ,NAYCOM staff , Stakeholders in the youth sector

T

he International Day of Peace,

together with the District Council,

September 21st was declared by the

Welthungerhilfe and other stakeholders held

United Nations in recognition of the

a one day event to educate young people on

importance of addressing the challenges of

the effects of violence on peace and

peace & security. It is observed around the

development. The event started with a float

world by providing an opportunity for

parade along major streets in the Kenema

individuals, organizations and nations to

town and sharing of peace massages by

commit to peace above all differences and to

clique’s members, Bike riders, students and

contribute to building of a culture of peace.

stakeholders.

Kenema has recently been spotted as one of

The Regional Coordinator East, Mohamed

those districts with high increase in cliques

Sesay said the idea to commemorate the day

and gangs violence. Some of these groups

was born out of the increase of these gang

operating in Kenema are; Symbeck

groups. He said there was need to engage

Brotherhood, Black Mufler Hood, Cent

them and “make them peace ambassadors”.

Coast Crisp, Blue Black, Gaza etc.

From our pre-discussions with them when

One of the leaders nick-named King

planning the event “unemployment” came

Murderer said they govern over 200 young

out strongly as the major reason for the

people who meet at the spot called

involvement into robbery and violence.

Symbeck. Among this number he said “we

Mr. Sesay noted that violence often occurs

he National Youth Commission’s

have school going pupils, six girls among

during social gatherings as these groups

Youth Demonstration farms are

whom are four school going pupils and

have different beliefs and go against each

near harvest in the four districts

other young people.

other displaying supremacy over the other.

that it was piloted (Moyamba, Bo, Bombali

“We don’t have employment that is why we

He also said these groups have been used by

and Kambia). The farms were established in

embark on stealing and violent activities”,

politicians to create unrest during political

response to the agriculture sector

he added. He said many of them have skills

activities.

contributing about 40-50% of the Gross

like driving, carpentry, mechanics and

Lansana Jajua, Admin Regional Crime

Domestic Product of the country and young

tailors. We come to this hangout at Symbeck

office Kenema Police Station said young

people being the valuable resource to

every day and all we do is “take alcohol and

people should abide by the law and their job

support that move.

drugs such as kush, tramadol and many

as police officers is to enforce the law. He

Despite the huge constraints in getting

others whilst our boys are out on the field

strongly noted that anyone caught

tractors across all the districts to start the

doing fake money, burglary and others as

perpetrating violence ‘will face the full force

farms, the Commission was able to navigate

the only means to provide for ourselves”, he

of the law.” He said such cases as youth

through and get the farms started and

added. Against this backdrop, the National

violence are treated as a security threat and

planting was done sometime in June 2019.

Youth Commission’s Regional Office

therefore charged to court immediately.

The groups made a commitment to peace in
the district as they request employment and
said they will support stakeholders in the
development of Kenema.

NAYCOM Regional Coordinator East
delivering His Key Note Address
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Why Internships for Young Graduates
in Sierra Leone

WHY FOCUS ON
YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP?
Chief Alex Nallo Jr., Founder, Nallo Jr. & Co

I

Creative Director, Creative Arts Academy & IdeaSpace
Author: A to Z of Entrepreneurship

I

learnt from practical experience that



entrepreneurship isn’t about a job and

to entrepreneurship can help boost national

must not be limited to starting and

income and tax revenue.

mindset! Starting my entrepreneurship
journey at age 20 my dream has never been
about owning a business venture but to use
my endowed creative and innovative ability
to bring change, leadership and provide a
solution to human need and contribute to
the growth of my country.
Looking at 10 years back the dynamics of
entrepreneurship in Sierra Leone changed
completely from zero startup development
programs and business hubs to many
ecosystem building activities that have
raised so much
awareness and
attraction for
entrepreneurship.

field. They learn how their course of study



more youth building an entrepreneurial
mindset and the narrative is fast changing
from job seeking to job creation.
Youth business enterprise must be top on
the political and governance plan as a way
to help national economic growth. Youthful
business visionaries can assemble another
financial dynamic producing development
and employments.
Some ways youth entrepreneurs can
contribute to national development:
Improve standards of living and create

wealth, not only for the entrepreneurs but
also for related businesses.
Help drive changes with innovation,

valuable experience that makes them

Economy wise, higher earnings thanks

Contribute in other ways as well, such as

investing in community projects and
supporting local charities.
Too much entrepreneurship (i.e, high selfemployment) can be detrimental to economic
development. Developing youth joblessness
compromises monetary and political
dependability. Sierra Leone with high youth
statistic profiles is considerably more in
danger. So if we fail to support the right
youth entrepreneurs, we can only have
negative development with diminishing work

Every young entrepreneur must take
their journey as an adventure.

Today, we have



opportunity to work in their desired

applies to the real world of work and build a

owning a business. Entrepreneurship is a



nternships offer students a hands-on

openings and the requirement for elective
methods for employment creation. Youth
entrepreneurship can be a piece of the
arrangement. Instruction and preparing are
basic to building up the innovative outlook
and explicit abilities for business fire up and
advancement. Be that as it may, instruction
and preparing can't be detached from the
more extensive enterprise emotionally
supportive network. The planned strategy
reaction is important to guarantee the vitality
and drive of youngsters are the best outfits to

stronger candidates for jobs. It can also be
an excellent way to "try out" a certain
career.
disappointment are extensive hindrances to

In Sierra Leone the serious nature and extent

building a pioneering society of great

of youth unemployment is particularly

entrepreneurs. Policymakers have a task to

recognised by policy makers, stakeholders

carry out here. Given that arrangement

and civil society alike. Originally the impact

outlines open choice, policymakers ought to

was on young people who did not have

think about how the profiling of effective

qualifications, but increasingly

youthful business visionaries as good

unemployment is common amongst those

examples, and utilization of internet-based

with diploma and graduate level

life, could add to progressively positive

qualifications.

enterprise culture. Perceiving

Evidences from similar programmes and the

disappointment as a learning opportunity

number of applications for placements on

must be a piece of the arrangement

National Youth Commission’s Internship

message. What's more, a reconsider of the

Program confirm that Sierra Leone is

educating and learning forms in school is

experiencing an increasing number of young

important to outfit youngsters with the

people who are unable to find work,

aptitudes to oversee disappointment and

including those who have obtained post-

achievement which are specific difficulties

secondary and graduate level qualifications.

for the present business visionary.

However, there are several issues related to

Adventure in entrepreneurship is an

graduate unemployment— mismatch of

unpredictable journey into the unknown in

qualifications with employers’ needs, lack

pursuit of a desire.

of supply and demand information on labour

The journey is most times very difficult to

market, lack of proper career guidance and

reach the anticipated destination and full of

information and lack of exposure of students

unlimited challenges that makes it almost

to the real world of work.

impossible to succeed. Youth entering into

To respond to these issues and to address the

entrepreneurship must be courageous, learn

numerous challenges, the National Youth

to grow organically and learn every day

Commission as part of its mandate to

about their industries to succeed.

promote decent employment opportunities
for Sierra Leonean youth launched the

address the issues of a 21st-century

Graduate Internship Programme with

economy. Cultural observations and

financial and technical assistance from the

acknowledgement of both business

United Nations Development Programme

enterprise hazard and business

(UNDP) in 2012. Its main objective was to

where new and improved products enable

enable unemployed or under- employed

new markets to be developed.

youth acquire the experience and skills they

Forms collection at the NAYCOM Head Quarter front desk
2012. Its main objective was to enable

institutions lack not only skills but the

unemployed or under- employed youth

relevant work experience to get them

acquire the experience and skills they need

quickly employed.” She said the reason why

to enter and fully participate in the labour

UNDP supports the programme is to

market.

“provide valuable work experience, promote

The internship programme was piloted in

self-discipline and

2012 with Restless Development taking the
lead in the implementation alongside the
National Youth Commission. The lessons
learnt and challenges from that pilot
programme formed the basis for the
Commission to take over the
implementation of the programme in 2013.
In August 2019, the Commission undertook
an orientation training for the 2019
internship programme with facilitators from
the Career Advisory and Placement Service
Centers at Njala University and the
University of Sierra Leone.
Tanzila Sankoh, UNDP Team Lead for the
Local Economic Development Programme
said the country has a very youthful
population who needs to get into the
workforce for the development of the
nation. “Young graduates from tertiary

experience, promote self-discipline and
expand the knowledge of youths to
contribute to sustainable development.”
The National Youth Commission over the
years has actively made used of the three Cs
– communication, collaboration and
coordination – among the various sectors
and stakeholders to ensure positive
outcomes of the internship strategy.
Commissioner Ngolo Katta, said in as much
as the Commission is playing its part to
ensure an effective programme, interns must
consistently abide to “discipline,
punctuality, dress code and respect as core
values within the workplace.
So far the Commission has received about
7,269 applications from young graduates
wishing to participate in the programme
since its inception and over 40% have
achieved a permanent job.
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Hassle to be a Brand
use yogurt containers for my first

of the road for me, there was still

product which was a blend of shea

need for me to improve on the

butter whip infused with essential oils

product quality and packaging. As I

and herbal extracts to stimulate hair

did that, my mind was blown out

growth. After I painstakingly prepared

and started thinking of new

At age 21, studying Law at Fourah

the hair product with all my best, the

products. From booming sales from

Bay College, University of Sierra

next thing that came to mind was

the hair product, there was enough

Leone, the vision of producing a

‘how am I going to market this and be

money to bring in the new products

MELFORD MARAH

T

he national cleaning exercise on 5th

move and will like the government to be hard

Sierra Leone is among countries with the

October 2019 had a twist that came

in many other areas if we are to develop

highest malaria rate.” Deputy Commissioner,

natural hair remedy for many of my

a brand.’ I tried contacting a few

which were also a need at the time.

as a surprise to many residents in

Sierra Leone.”

Emerson Kamara said youths will be

female compatriots started. I-GRO

cosmetics shops and supermarkets in

The new product came in a form of

Freetown.

Mayor Yvonne Aki-Sawyer has linked what

recruited to monitor their communities to

was born out of the need to provide

Freetown. Well, I can’t say I was

skin care set which includes body

The Mayor of the Freetown City Council Her

she referred to as everyday cleaning exercise

ensure that nobody dumps garbage on streets

butter, black soap and body oil. This

to the second Cleanest Zone Competition

or gutters especially at night.

safe, organic remedies for Sierra

surprised by their reactions for turning

Worship Yvonne Aki-Sawyer together with
the National Youth Commission’s Deputy

whose winner will be announced in

The monthly cleaning exercise was

Leonean women who struggle with

down my product, but I wanted to

100% organic line aids in toning

Commissioner Emerson Kamara led a week

December 2019. The winner of the Cleanest

reintroduced by President Julius Maada Bio

hair damage issues like myself.

break the myth that made in Sierra

hyperpigmentation, acne, stretch

long media campaign against dumping of

Zone Competition will get 250 meters paved

by an executive order after he was declared

In June 2016, the first batch of a

Leone products were substandard and

marks and black spots which highly

household wastes on the streets on national

road, 10 solar street lights, 10000 liters water

winner of the 2018 elections.

100% organic hair care and skin care

can’t be on the shelves. Right away, I

affect African women. I-GRO has

cleaning day. Mayor Yvonne Aki-Sawyer

point and 10 scholarships for school going

successfully created a brand which

pupils in the community. She reiterated that

product line made in Sierra Leone

thought of Facebook and WhatsApp

said national cleaning day is not about

He declared the first Saturday of every

council gathering household wastes kept for

residents should not only

month as ‘National Cleaning Day’ starting

kicked-off. I-GRO sources about

as an option to advertise my product

has impacted the lives of many

a whole month, “we have to focus on

clean their communities on national cleaning

from 06:00 am to 12:00 pm.

60% of its production materials

as I hassle to be a brand. I had

Sierra Leonean women, by giving

cleaning drainages, streets and community

day, “but this should be a daily routine as

locally. The goal was to create a

favorable outcomes from the outside

self-confidence and authenticity

facilities like hospitals and schools.”

product that was of a competitive

public than expected. The customer

through the eradication of hair and

This was received with mixed feelings

standard to other imported products.

review attracted more customers and

skin care problems. Being the first

Without business capital, I basically

this was just when the ‘vogue of

brand to start organic products in

Freetown was among several points that has

started with a cash at hand of about

natural hair’ was hitting everywhere

Sierra Leone, I-GRO also opened

mountainous garbage every national cleaning

“sixty thousand Leones (Le 60,000).”

and about 40% of Sierra Leonean

the gate for more women to see the

day. Not a piece of paper was on the street,

With this capital, I was not expecting

women wanted to be part of this

possibility of having a viable

as City Council Officers, National Youth

to come up with a world class

change. However, this was not the end

business in the industry, thereby

among residents in Freetown on national
cleaning day. Regent Street in central

Commission’s Youth Brigade and security

packaging, so I had to improvise and

forces held a strong resistance against

giving financial stability to many

young women. Through trade with

dumping of house hold wastes. Some
residents condemned the move and said the

women in rural areas of Sierra

week-long notice before the cleaning day

Leone, where as we source our

was too short as they had already kept their

production raw materials we have

garbage and were expecting to do the usual.

been able to provide market for

They complained that “not every community

them for their raw materials thereby

can access garbage collectors” especially the
hillside communities. On the other hand,

boosting their daily incomes.

some residents along Wilkinson road in the

Today, I-GRO is sold in more than

west end of Freetown applauded the bold

ten stores in Freetown through the

step and in their words said “we support the

Regent Street

trust of a good clientele.
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Transforming Education for Sustainable Development

Gender and Entrepreneurship Together (GET AHEAD)
Training for Thirty Young People

Float Parade of young people demonstration

T

he National Youth Commission with

The GET AHEAD training aspires to provide

Although the government’s Private-Sector

support from Government of Sierra

better entrepreneurship skills and opportunity

Development program is growing, not

The Ministry of Youth Affairs and partners

greener pastures to Europe.

He however emphasized “entrepreneurship,

Leone conducted five weeks training for 30

for Women and men. Although women play

much has been done to integrate women

this year had four days long celebration of

Other activities included a float parade with

skills development and agriculture” as a

youths in the western area rural district, at its

a significant role in driving local and national

into the mainstream of this sector. This

International Youth Day 2019 starting from

key youth messages, recreation, and

new trajectory for youth development. On

Obasanjo Skills Acquisition and Youth

economic, diverse barriers often hinder their

9th- 12th August on the theme

training

parliamentary debate by young people for

that note, the Minister said the ministry has

Transformation

Newton.

potentials. A good number of young women

Entrepreneurship Together (GET- Ahead)

“Transforming Education for Sustainable

the development of a position on the theme

acquired “600 acres land in Koinadugu,

NAYCOM considers it worthy, supporting

own small and medium scale enterprises, and

— training for women on entrepreneurship;

Development.”

“Transforming education for sustainable

Kenema, Kono and Tonkolili districts” for

its’ represented staff, to conduct the said

the

micro-

A dialogue session on Friday 9th August

aims to assist in promoting enterprise

development.”

the establishment of a youth farms.

development among women to become self

commenced the celebrations. Ministers of

The August 12th IYD celebration held at the

training for women in particular, engaged in

production, with no access to formal-sector

He presented a brand new tractor to the

small and medium enterprises, targeting the

skills, and development - advisory services.

-reliant.

Government, Development Partners and

Miatta Conference Hall climaxed the

youth as his ministry gift for the

western area rural.

Civil Society representative extensively

annual youth day with the Minister of

celebration and a way to encourage young

discussed the theme transforming education

Youth Affairs, Hon. Mohamed Orman

people to see agriculture as a viable means

for sustainable development. Highlights of

Bangura speaking passionately on

to economic development for themselves

that discussion includes; government’s

hallmarks by his Ministry.

and the country.

current priorities towards an effective free
quality education whereas civil society
believes that the government should
monitor the process as there are many

College

at

majority

are

engaged

in

package

Gender

and

The training climaxed with
a certification ceremony
for the thirty (30) young
successful Entrepreneur’s.

The GET AHEAD training programme aims
to support women and men in their efforts to
start and grow thriving small businesses,
while recognizing the different barriers and
opportunities affecting women’s and men’s
abilities to dedicate time and resources to
leading a successful business.

lacunas already identified. These among

The training focused on five thematic area of

The certificate will serve as a proof of the

others include; schools infrastructure,

business skills which are MARKETING,

training and further providing opportunities

qualified teachers, remuneration of teachers,

OPERATIONS, FINANCE, PEOPLE AND

for support toward promoting their

school materials and access to school

RISKS. The Gender and Entrepreneurship,

businesses through soft Loan, SME’s and

facilities.

business coaching and mentoring is of

grant from any Donor/ Development

The discussion on youth violence in Sierra

importance to those who are already doing

partners.

Leone and Irregular migration pointed out

business and young people who might want

significant triggers— high unemployment

to start their own business if they could not

rate among youths, youths often used by

find jobs after graduation.

Youth Empowerment Officer NAYCOM

